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DESTINATION MEDICINE GROUP - TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Destination Medicine reserves the right to decline the usage of the vehicles due to unforeseen 
circumstances.    
 
All equipment remains the property of Destination Medicine cc and any deliberate destruction thereof 
or breakage caused due to negligence by any third party shall be repaired or replaced by the 
CUSTOMER.  Upon signature of this agreement the CUSTOMER hereby agrees to such. 
  
That CUSTOMER shall maintains the required public and private liability insurance for any and all events, 
exercises, emergency responses and or call outs as deemed necessary by both parties and does not hold 
Destination Medicine cc responsible for any related incidents or claims thereto, seen or unforeseen.  
 
Should an emergency response be undertaken by the relevant units as mentioned above a claim for 
petrol and stock used can be levied to the CUSTOMER at the agreed rate as set out above.  
 

Standby costs do not cover the transportation of injured parties to hospital and Destination Medicine cc 
reserves the right to request additional assistance from any other emergency service as and when 
required. 

In the event of a patient needing to be transported to a Medical facility they will be transported by an 
ambulance to the nearest appropriate facility and not by the onsite unit or its attendees due to medico 
legal implications. (The emergency units are designed to gain access to medical emergencies only and as 
such are registered as rescue units, not ambulance units).    

Should there be a need for further branding or any change to the current branding that Destination 
Medicine cc has, this shall be for the CUSTOMER’s account and not for Destination Medicine cc costs.   
 
The CUSTOMER hereby indemnifies Destination Medicine cc for all medical, emergencies or SANS 
compliancy breaches or claims. Ambulance services will be supplied by the client and it is understood 
that ambulance services are on site by their organisation and that all event area medical services are 
provided by the client.  
 
The CUSTOMER hereby indemnifies Destination Medicine cc, and its employees, representatives, 
instructors or agents against any claim or claims for compensation or damage, loss or injury, fatal or 
otherwise however arising including but not limited to any acts, omissions or defaults, sustained during 
the course of any of the theoretical, operational or practical aspects of the training exercise, events, 
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medical standby’s or interaction with Destination Medicine cc in any way, caused directly or indirectly or 
to belongings or property. This indemnity shall extend to dependents, estates or any person, 
whomsoever.  The CUSTOMER hereby unconditionally waivers any right that the CUSTOMER may have 
against Destination Medicine cc, its principals, instructors, servants, representatives or agents to claim 
damages of whatsoever nature however caused.          

Neither party shall be liable to the other for inability to perform or delayed performance, should such 
inability or delay arise from any cause beyond the reasonable control of such party and not caused by 
any fault of such party, provided that the existence and/or happening of such cause has been drawn to 
the attention of the other party within a reasonable time of occurrence of such a cause (“a force 
majeure event”).  For the purposes of this clause, a force majeure event shall, without limitation of the 
generality of the afore going, be deemed to include any act of God, mechanical fault on vehicle, strikes, 
lock outs, accidents, fire, explosions, hostilities, riot, civil insurrection, military uprising, rebellion, 
revolution, military or usurped power, flood, earthquake, lightning, action, intervention or decree of 
local or national government, or any other cause beyond the reasonable control of the party affected.        

Further Terms and conditions are but not excluding the above: 
 

 All rates quoted are excluding VAT 

 All costing / quotations are valid for seven days (7) post the date of proposal  

 In the event of ten or more events being booked a 10% discount shall be provided on the above 
quotation (To be finalized once the terms and conditions have been signed and the dates have 
been confirmed on the Destination Medicine cc events calendar) 

 Full payment is required 7 working days prior to the event, please ensure that the proof of 
payment has been emailed/ faxed to the below contact details. 

 
Please note that a cancelation fee is applicable in the following instance: 
 

In the event of an event being cancelled by the Customer for any reason whatsoever, less than fourteen 
(14) days prior to the booked date, the CUSTOMER shall be required to pay over to Destination 60% of 
the total payable amount by the CUSTOMER as per the quotation, invoice and / or in terms hereof.  The 
CUSTOMER agrees that such cancellation fee is reasonable and shall be due and payable immediately 
upon demand by Destination.          
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Destination Medicine reserves the right to have the Medical officer and / or additional vehicles in 
attendance if we deem necessary  
The above quotation is in accordance with the Safety at Sports and Recreational Events Act of South 
Africa (Vol. 539; amended on 27th of May 2010 No. 33232) and that all the crew members/vehicles are 
registered with the relevant governing bodies. 
Destination Medicine reserves the right not to attend the event in the event full payment has not been 
received.  
The program is required 14 working days prior to the event (where possible) in order to allow for 
adequate planning of the day’s event.  
 

 
Please be advised that all event planning is done in conjunction with our Principal Medical Officer to 
ensure that all Medical related aspects are covered by the relevant services offered. 
 
The emergency units are designed to gain access to medical emergencies only and as such are registered 
as rescue units, not ambulance units, thus are not designed for medical or patient transportation to 
hospital or patient repatriation of any kind.  
 
By the utilisation of Destination Medicine’s services, staff or contractors you agree to the above terms in 
totality.  
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